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reading public of his time a scientific document. This is quite clear from the
Preface written by Robert Hooke who was Secretary to the Royal Society:

, ... and had he found leisure to Compose it he could have tilled
a much greater Volume with useful and pertinent, as well as unusual and
strange Observations. He could have inrich't it with a more particular
Description of many of their curious Plants, Fruits, Birds, Fishes, Insects,
Minerals, Stones; and told you many more of their Medicinal and other
uses of them in Trades and Manufactures. He could have given you a
compleat Dictionary of their Language, understanding and speaking it as
well as his Mother Tongue ... '22

Knox's purpose in publishing his book was threefold. He had set out
as a merchant trader in his father's ship more than twenty years previously;
he had a duty therefore to perform to the trading interest of his country in
describing one of the fabled spice islands of the Orient. In the second place
his was the first serious account of the island in English written by a man who
had unexampled opportunities of studying it. Finally it was the story of a
remarkable experience and a miraculous escape.

In what Knox states about the island and its people, as well as in
the accuracy of his observations, biassed though some of his judgements were,
could be seen the attitude of a good middle-class Englishman of his time, proud
that he was not given to heathen superstitions and glad that he was not
subject of a lawless tyrant. He had his prejudices, prejudices natural to the
Englishmen of his age, and he came to wrong conclusions. But he rarely mis-
states anything. So much so that his, the work of an ordinary Englishman
with no special education or training, remains the most valuable source of
information on seventeenth century Ceylon. To describe him then as an
, ordinary Englishman' of his time would seem an understatement; he had
the unusual powers that sometimes accompany ordinariness. This is the
strongest impression left on the reader of his book today. As far as he is from
Defoe's hero in fiction, are there not in him the essential traits of the character
Crusoe symbolised-.' all Mankind in difficulties, but ... first of all an English-
man of the lower middle-classes making the best of things' ?23

E. F. C. LUDOWYK

22, Ibid" p. XLVI. Knox was engaged in compiling a glossary of Sinhalese terms
for Hooke-see Donald Ferguson, Robert Knox's Sinhalese Vocabulary, j.R.A.s. (Ceylon

Branch) XIV, No. 17 (1896), pp. 155-198.
23. J. R. Sutllerland, Defoe, (London, 1937), pp. 230-231. For the transfonnation

of the Crusoe character into culture-hero, see Ian Watt, Robinson Crusoe as Myth, Essays
m..Criticism, Vol. I, NO.2 (Oxford, 1951), pp. 95-119·
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The Problem 0/ the Bhiioas in the Sa1?1khya-
Klirika

,

THE problem put forwar_d in the following pages is briefly this. In the
Samkhya-Karika of Isvarakrsna there occur two different sets of
enumeration of the same philosophical concept. It is argued that

the two divergent enumerations are the result, not of a confusion of issues,
but of the concept being viewed from two different planes. They do not,
therefore, present a real contradiction. In the context of the Sarnkhya
philosophy a relationship and correspondence between the two sets could be
established.

Verses 46-51 of the Samkhya-Karika recognize fifty Bhavas ; other
verses of the text which refer to the Bhavas speak of them as eight in number.
Verses 23, 40, and 43 explicitly mention eight while verses 41, 42 and those
that follow, which describe the nature of the subtle body, imply that they
are so many.

Do these two lists of Bhavas represent a real contradiction? What
explanation of them is possible? It is a solution to this problem that is
attempted in this article.

Many writers on the Samkhya have not even noted this difficulty. Keith.!
however, states the problem in the following terms: ' The direct connection
of the states (Keith translates Bhavas by states. We shall show later why
this translation is inadequate) with nature is shown by the fact that the eight
enumerated are those that have already been given as the characteristics of
the Sattva and Tamas aspects of intellect. They are performance of duty
and the reverse ... ',

'The Karika, however, gives, beside this eightfold division which is
frequently referred to, another division of fifty states, divided into four
heads ... ',

, It seems hopeless to reconcile these two lists of states: they are too
much alike to be regarded as radically different, and the obvious solution of
the problem is to assume that they represent a view which was held in the
school, and which developed the matter in a different way. It is, however,
so strange that Isvarakrl?I)a should have introduced the matter without any
hint of the relation of the two sets of states-except the wholly misleading
one that they are the same thing-that the conjecture is justified that the
verses (46-51) which deal with them are a later interpolation, added at or

I. Keith, The Sii1?"l-khyaSystem, pp. 95-97.,. 253
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before the time when the last three verses were added and the statement made
that the tract numbered seventy verses'.

As the discussion centres round the term bhiiva, some preliminary
explanation of the term may be necessary. Keith employs' psychic states'
to designate the Bhavas, 'In its passage through the world, from body to
body, in the course of time each soul, or spirit with its psychic body, is subject
to determination, which cannot be deduced from its own nature as spirit nor
from the psychic body, but must be derived directly from nature. This
determination is afforded by the Bhavas, psychic states, which are inseparably
bound up with the psychic apparatus: the two go together so long as the
spirit is not finally freed from the psychic apparatus. Each individual life
starts with a definite equipment of states, and it adds others in its life:
apparently those with which it starts exhaust themselves in the course of its
life, and when it passes away and in due course a new life begins the new life
carries with it the states accumulated in the last existence '.2

What the Bhavas are is explained in general terms in verse 40 of the
Kiirikii. They are described as characterizing the subtle body or rather the
subtle body is said' to be coloured ' or affected by the Bhavas. 'The subtle
body', says the Sii1fbkhya-Tattva-Kaumudi, ' is affected by the Bhavas in the
same manner as a garment is perfumed by contact with a fragrant campa
flower'. The relation between the subtle body and the Bhavas is perhaps
even more picturesquely expressed by the comparison of a picture that does
not stand without a ground or that of a shadow without a stake. In like
manner, the subtle body does not subsist without the Bhavas, In each of the
last two comparisons, the (supporting) ground and the stake which correspond
to the Bhavas are found to be of a concrete, material and tangible character.
From which it may be concluded, that the Bhavas too have something of the
nature of the concrete, material and tangible in them. This stress on their
physical rather than the psychical aspect marks it out from the usage of the
term in other systems of Indian thought. A second point to be observed is
that the subtle body is constantly in the course of evolving, developing and
transforming itself. It is an ever-active process. Thus also the Bhavas,
which are inseparable associates of the subtle body, are to be conceived of as
being in the course of incessant evolution and transformation, having within
them the potentiality to evolve and transform themselves. They are to be under-
stood not as a static condition but as a dynamic process. It is not usual to
seek for something concrete in the usage of the term bhiiva. The general
connotation of the term does not imply anything of that nature. It has been
generally employed to denote the psychological nature of a thing sharply dis-.
tinguishing it from its more material aspect. This makes it all the more

z, Keith, op. cit., p. 95.
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necessary to stress its concrete nature. This together with its dynamic quality
helps one to form a more complete idea of the meaning of the term.

Two objections may be raised against Keith's rendering of the term. The
first is that, as the foregoing illustrations show, the Bhavas possess something
of a physical, material character and are not merely psychical. The second
is that the term does not convey sufficiently clearly their functional, dynamic
character. For both these reasons we would prefer to translate the term by
, dispositions', adopted by Colebrooke and followed by Wilson, which does
not militate against the first notion and conveys with considerable accuracy
the second.

Let us first consider the cases where reference is made to eight Bhavas,
Verse 23 describes buddhi as having four forms (rupa) partaking of the gU1Ja
of sattoa and four forms partaking of the gU1Ja of tamas. They are dharma,
virtue, performance of duty, j11Jina, knowledge, viraga, dispassion and
aisoarya, power. The following four are their opposi tes: adharma, vice, neglect
of duty, aj{iana, ignorance, imperfect knowledge, avairagya, passion.
anaisuarva , weakness. These eight are referred to as the limbs (anga) of
the intellect (buddhi) in Gaudapadas commentary: • This intellect has
eight members according to the two-fold division of saitua and tamas ' ; and
'In this manner intellect having eight members is produced from the
undifferentiated principle having the three constituent elements '.3 These
eight correspond to the eight Bhavas,

This entails a discussion of Intellect, buddhi, and the part it plays in
relation to Nature, prakrti, and Self, puru~a. Nature, as it works in the
Samkhya system, has a two-fold aspect: the physical or cosmological aspect
and the psychical or intellectual development. Thus it would be necessary
to see the place of Intellect in relation to those two aspects of Nature, that is,
first on a cosmological plane and secondly on an intellectual plane, the latter
involving some reference to Samkhya epistemology.

Cosmological aspect of Intellect
On the cosmological plane, the Samkhya theory that evolution means a

real transformation of the material cause into the effect logically leads to the
concept of Nature as the ultimate cause of the world of objects. Nature, the
ultimate cause of the world, is an unintelligent, unconscious principle, eternal
and all-pervading, fine and always ready to produce the world of objects. It
includes everything but the Self (or rather the Selves). It is the eternal and
undifferentiated matrix of the world of non-Self which is variously known in the
Samkhya as prakrti, pradhana, avyakta and so forth. Nature consists of
the three constituent elements of sattua, rajas and tamas. It is the unity of the

3· sa ca buddhir-alJlangika sattvika-tamasa-rupabhedat and eva1?1-satfvikair-tamasai?~
suarupaira~I{<1iga buddhis-trigutuidavyaktad .utpa.dyate. S.K. comm. v , 23.
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elements held in equilibrium. Guna, in the Samkhya, is not a mere attribute
or quality but a component element.

The second fundamental notion of the Samkhya is the Self or the Selves,
puru~a. Important as the role of Nature, prakrti, in the Samkhya
philosophy may be, it has been rightly remarked that without an understanding
of the nature of Self, it is impossible to understand the Samkhya.! In two
important respects the Self in the Samkhya differs from the Self in other
philosophical systems. It is devoid of any characteristic; it is pure conscious-
ness. The Self or the Selves, which in the Vedanta are treated as mere illusory
manifestations of the great Self, the Brahman, are here considered real. The
Self is a conscious spirit which is always the subject of Knowledge and never
its object. It is not a subject with the attribute of consciousness but pure
consciousness itself. Consciousness is its very essence.

It is also like a light which illuminates all that is around it. It is the
, light which illumines the mute, pictorial forms which the mind assumes'.

The evolution of the world has as its starting point the contact (sarp,yoga)
between the Self and Nature. The Self alone cannot evolve because it is in-
active; Nature alone cannot because it is non-intelligent. The two principles
working in co-operation evolve; 'just as a blind man and a lame man can
co-operate in order to get out of a forest, so non-intelligent Nature and
inactive Self co-operate to serve their respective interests'.

With the contact between the Self and Nature, there is a disturbance in
the equilibrium of the constituent elements (gu'f}a). A gradual differentiation
and re-integration of the three component elements occur, and as a result of
their combination in different proportions, the various objects of the world
originate.

The first product of the evolution of Nature is mahat or buddhi, Intellect.
The former is its cosmic aspect and the latter its psychical one. Intellect
arises out of the preponderance of the constituent of sattva in Nature.

The Samkhya theory of knowledge accepts three sources of valid know-
ledge. They are perception, dr§ti, inference, anumiina and authority, tipta-
vacana. Valid knowledge is explained as the unerring cognition of some object

4. 'The exact nature of soul is however very difficult of comprehension, and yet
it is exactly this which one must thoroughly grasp in order to understand the Samkhya,
philosophy. Unlike the Jaina soul possessing ananta-jiui na, ana nta-darsana, and ananta-
virrya, the SiiIJ'lkhya soul is described as being devoid of any and every char acteristc ;
but its nature is absolute pure consciousness (cit). The Sarnkhya view differs from the
Vedanta, firstly in that it does not consider the soul to be of the nature of pure intelligence
and bliss (ananda). (Citsukha's Tattua pradi-p iki», IV). Bliss with Sarpkhya is but
another name for pleasure and as such it belongs to pr akrti and does not constitute the
nature of soul; according to the Vedanta the individual souls (jiva) are but illusory
manifestations of one soul or pure consciousness, the Brahman, but according to Samkhy a
they are all real and many'. Das Gupta, A History of I ndia n Ph iloso-phy , I, pp. 238,239.
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through the modification of Intellect which reflects the consciousness of the
Self in it.

Perception is the direct cognition of an object through its contact with
some sense-organ. When, for instance, an object such as the table comes in
contact with the eyes, the table produces certain impressions or modifications
in the sense-organ, which are analysed and synthesized by Mind, manas,
Through the activity of the senses and Mind, Intellect becomes modified or
transformed into the shape of the table.

Psychological aspect of Intellect
This leads us naturally to the role of Intellect on the psychological plane.

Intellect, together with the other two internal organs, ahamkara and manas,
all of which are unconscious, material principles advert to every object (see
vs. 35, 36 and 37). They are metaphorically conceived as warders while the
rest are gates, that is the five organs of perception buddhindriya'f}i, and the
five organs of action karmendriya'f}i. The warders who are in charge of the
gates, not merely open and close them, but take note of all that enters.
Intellect and the other internal organs thus act through the external organs.

These last mentioned external organs, differing from one another and
variously affected by the physical constituents, gU'f}a, present to the Intellect
the Self's purpose, lighting it like a lamp. By the interaction of the internal
.a~d external organs, the Intellect again becomes the central point of interest.
These organs, in fact, are said to have sprung up from the constituents. If
they are not actually identified with them, they are at least modifications
or varieties of the physical constituents. Being influenced by the constituents,
the external organs begin to exert an influence upon Intellect. Thus Intellect
becomes the instrument or organ which is the medium or connecting link
between the other sense-organs and the Self. In other words, all ideas resulting
from the interplay of the internal and external organs must pass through
buddhi, Intellect, before they can be known to puru§a, the Self, for whose
interest and advantage alone, they have been assembled.

Intellect which is thus affected by the other organs, which have them-
selves been affected by the three constituents, performs a function of capital
importance. It discriminates or draws a subtle distinction (linga) between
the chief principle, pradhiina or prakrti and the Self, pur1t§a. Without the
comprehension of this distinction the Self is incapable of enjoying itself.

The subtle distinction is conceived of as an entity, ling«, the character-
istics and behaviour of which are explained by a well-known comparison.
(v. 42). It presents itself like a dancer (natavad), in order to fulfil the wish
of the Self. 'For the sake of the Self's wish, that subtle person, through the
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relation of means and consequence, with the aid of Nature's influence, presents
itself like a dancer ',5

According to the above explanation, Intellect, through the interaction and
influence of the physical constituents and chiefly owing to the preponderance
of the constituent of sattva, reflects the consciousness of the Self in itself.
With the reflection of the Self's consciousness in it, Intellect becomes illumined
into a conscious state of perception,

But there is another explanation where Intellect is not considered
the agent of perception. Intellect though modified, remains incapable of
perception. Thus Vijfiana-bhiksu may certainly be right when he says that
Intellect which is modified into the form of the object reflects it again in the
Self. Thus after a reciprocal reflection the object is finally presented to the
Self. Such a view is perfectly consistent with the cardinal notion of pure
Samkhya where Nature is conceived of as an unconscious, unintelligent and
unperceiving principle while the Self is gifted with the power of consciousness.
There is no reason to maintain that any development of Nature, any outcome
of it such as Intellect, should be considered otherwise.

With these preliminary remarks on the part played by Intellect, we could
proceed to ascertain more closely the nature of the Bhavas->' dispositions '.
Intellect is one of the eight primary, productive elements, prakrti. The first
of them all, mulaprakrti or ' Root-prakrti " is not produced; it is the producer
of the other seven, which partake of the nature of producing and produced.v

Thus Intellect is produced by the' Root-prakrti ' and it in turn produces
aharrLkiiraor Egotism. It is the producing aspect of Intellect that is interesting
here and it is in this connection that the eight dispositions which are called
limbs (anga) of Intellect are mentioned.

In verse 40, where reference is made to the subtle body which is composed
of Intellect and the other subtle principles? and' coloured with the disposi-
tions ',8 and migrates, it is the eight dispositions that are described.

Verse 43 of the Karika proposes a classification of the Bhavas into three
groups, namely: (i) siimsiddhika, (ii) prakrtika and (iii) vaikrtika, which
partake of the nature of cause or instrument karanasrayi1JaZL and effect karya-
srayi1JaZL. These three divisions constitute the producing and the produced
aspects, the cause and the effect, of evolution. Indeed, it is such a two-fold
division that is recognized by Vficaspati who very clearly reduces the two
divisions of Gaudapada into two, in the following manner: (i) svabhavika
and (ii) vaikrtika or naimittika. He identifies sarp,siddhika and prakrtika

5. 5.1<.V. 42.
6. milla-prakrti avikttir-mahadadya? prahrti-uikrtayah. saptah, S,K. v. 3.
7. mahadiuii-siik sma-parya-ntani ... S,K. v. 40,

8. bhrwair-adhivasitam ... S,K. v, 40.

with the first group.s It will be seen that the former of these divisions
correspond to the instrumental causes and the latter to the produced effects
of evolution. The first is the means which produces the second, the conse-
quences, The eight dispositions are spoken of regarding the first category
as the commentary to verse 43 explains: 'Consequently, there are eight dis-
positions, namely: virtue, knowledge, dispassion, power, vice, ignorance,
passion and weakness. Where do they abide? They are considered
appurtenant to the instrument ' .10

In quite clear and unmistakable terms the commentary speaks of other
dispositions besides the eight-fold classification. These are the physical
dispositions, or more correctly the resultant products of the instrumental ones.
They are regarded as corporeal. 'Effect corresponds to body. The uterine
germ and the rest belong to it; those which are born of the mother, the germ
and the rest, or the bubble. the flesh, the muscle and the rest, which are
(generated) for the development of the infant in the union of the blood and the
seminal fluid. Thus the conditions of infancy, youth and old-age are produced,
the instrumental causes of which are food and beverage; and therefore they
are said to be attributes of the effect (or of the body) having as the instrumental
cause, the fruition of the sensuous pleasures of eating and the like·.11

It is by a disparity of the influence and interplay of the three elements
of the producing, evolving creation. pratyaya-sarga, that a division of fifty
dispositions is obtained. The development takes place in the following manner.
There is the producing, evolving creation that is characterized by eight Bhavas.
Upon this is brought to bear the influence of the three constituents, gU1Ja;
these three do not exert a uniform influence on the producing, evolving creation.
The effect of this varying and unequal influence of the constituents acting
upon the developing creation is to bring about a further sub-division of it.
The eight-fold creation becomes. in effect, fifty; it results in fifty modifications
of the former eight. Those fifty dispositions thus brought about are not of
the nature of producing but are produced. not the instrument but the result,
not the cause but the effect, (kiiryasrayifUll],). The producing. evolving creation
is four-fold (I) viparyaya, obstruction (=ajiUina, (Vacaspati) and =sarp,saya

g. vaikrtikil nairnittikii prakrtika?~ sa1?~siddhikilbhava?~
svabhavika iti ... S.K, comm. V,43.

10. . .. evam a§iau dharmo j11anarn uairagyamaisuaryam-adharmo
jiianam-avairagyam-anaisva'ryam ityastau. bhavah kva
uartante dr§tab- karanasrayit/-o bu·.':dhib-karanam iadii8rayit/-ab-.. , S,K. comrn. v. 43·

I I. kilryam dehastadasraya? kalaladya ye matrja ityukta?t
sukrasonitasa1?Lyoge vivrdhi -hetukab- kalaladya budbuda-
momsa-pesi-prabhrtayali] tatht; kaumara-yauua na-sthauira-
tuadayo bhava anna-pana-rusa-nimiua niepadya-nta athah.
karyii8rayina ucyanta anniuii-uisaya-bhoga-nimitta jii,yante/
nirnitta-naimittika-prasangeneti yoduktamatrocyantet ]

258 S.K. comm. ibid.
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(Gaudapadal) , (2) asakti, disability; (3) tu~ti, acquiescence and (4) siddhi,
perfection. Obstruction is five-fold, disability is twenty-eight-fold, acquie-
scence is nine-fold and perfection is eight-fold, the whole totalling fifty. 'By
the unequal influence of the constituents of saitua, rajas and tamas acting on
this four-fold producing creation there are fifty modifications of it ; and
these kinds in which severally satiua, rajas and tamas prevail and the other
two are subordinate, are next particularized '.12

Now the correspondence of the eight dispositions to the fifty is demon-
strated in the following manner. Seven of the first group of eight, associated
with Intellect, correspond to the five obstructions, the twenty-eight disabilities
and the nine satisfactions or acquiescences. The eighth, Knowledge,
corresponds to the eight perfections. These last-mentioned are directly
concerned with the helping of the Self to obtain final release. Although
Nature makes efforts, in diverse ways, to effect the release of the Self, there
is only one means by which she can succeed, and that is by knowledge. The
other seven dispositions keep the Self bound, only knowledge sets it free.
Thus a reconciliation of the two sets of dispositions has been attempted by one
of the commentators: 'There, in obstruction, disability and satisfaction are
comprised the seven intellectual faculties, virtue and so forth: all except
knowledge which is comprehended in perfection' .13

Verses 46-SI of the Karika mayor may not be an interpolation. There
is no valid reason, however, to presume that they are. The treatment of the
two sets of dispositions both in the text and in the commentary suggests that,
in spite of the two divergent sets being recognized which operate on two different
planes, the prakrti and vikrti developments, that is in their producing and
produced aspects, yet, in essence, they are not different. They are different
insofar as they represent two different aspects of the same phenomenon.
Isvarakrsna's tacit introduction of the subject without any apparent hostility
towards one or the other view renders it likely that the two views represented
two independent schools of thought, which were not, however, mutually
exclusive. The first school might have tended to emphasize the developing
aspect of creation and thus studied the eight dispositions. The second school"
on the other hand, might have been more concerned with examining the nature
of the developed aspect of creation and so naturally treated the dispositions
as fifty in number.

~

~

12. euam-asya caturuidasya pl'atyayasargasya guna-uaieamy a-
uimarde tasya bhedastu pancasat yo'yam saitua-rajas-tamo-
gU1).a-vai§amyo-vimarda?l- lena tasya pratyasya pancasa:
bheda bhavanti// S.K. comm. v. 46.

13. tatra. oiparyaya-eakti-tustisi« yathayogarp, saPtan«,?~ dharm«dinatp,
jnanavarjjamantarbhava?! siddhau ca jnanasyeti.
S{itp,khya-tattva-kaumudi. S.K. p. 197.
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Two points deserve to be stressed in conclusion. The first is the producing
and produced aspects of evolution, the prakrti and vikrti developments. The
Samkhya philosophy is known as a sat-kiirya-udda, that is a philosophy which
teaches that the effect is potentially contained in the cause. A cloth is not
really different from the threads, nor a statue from the stone, nor a table from
the wood, and so on. But threads can never become a cloth nor stone a statue
nor wood a table, without an intervening process, a transformation. It is
this transformation, this course of incessant evolution and development which
must be borne in mind. It is only when conceived as a process or movement
that the full implication of the expression sat-kdrya-uiida can be comprehended.
It is rather to be conceived as a course of development, a movement, wherein
certain forces and principles are at play, and not as certain entities bringing
about a new movement. The Samkhya teaching is only intelligible when
Nature has started its course of evolution and transformation. The dispositions
too, are to be viewed in the context of this evolution and transformation of
Nature. The second consideration is that, in both stages of evolution, the
dispositions possess a physical character. In neither of them are they purely
psychical. They are, in some sense matter-stuff. The producing, evolving
stage is termed pratyaya-sarga, sometimes rendered as ' intellectual creation',
where the dispositions have a body-mind character, that is sharing both
physical and psychical attributes. The evolved, produced state is termed
bhida-sarga, rendered as 'physical creation '. That stage may be of an
entirely physical character though here one is confronted with the difficulty
that it is also termed tanmiitra-sarga where the interpretation of tanmdtra,
in itself, presents a problem. Yet, in either case, the expression psychical
states would be inadequate. The dispositions have to be understood as
possessing the character of both body and mind, that is, both physical and
psychical. Only such a synthetic view enables one to get a more accurate
understanding of the Bhavas and to resolve an apparent contradiction.

26r
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APPENDIX I
TABLE SHOWING TWO GROUPS OF BHAvASMENTIONED IN THE sA\\'}.-

KHYA-K.ARIKA-
Bhavas S.K. verses Comm.

8 Bhavas 23, 40, 43 43·
(explicit)

8 Bhavas 41,42
(implicit)

50 Bhavas 46, 47, 48 46.
(explicit) 49,50,51

50 Bh!vas 43·
(implicit)

APPENDIX II

TABLE SHOWING CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN 8 AND 50 BHAVA5--
8 Bhavas 50 BM,vas

1. dharma
2. vairiigya
3. aisvarya
4. adharma
5. ajftana

6. avairagya
7. anaisvarya

8. jilana

Dasgupt a. S. N.
Garbe, R,
IBvarakf~J).a

Keith, A. B.

5 viparyaya 28 asak ti
= II indriya-vadha

17 buddhi-v adha
I. badhirya
2. andhata
3. prasupt.i
4. upahvika
5. aghraJ).apaka

1. tama
2. moha
3. mahs-moha
4. tamisra
5. andha-tamisra

6. mukata
7. kunitva
8. khanjy a
9. gudavart a

10. kl aivy a
I I. unmada, etc .. etc.

8 siddhi
I. anadhyatmika
2. anadhibhautika
3. anadhid aivika
4. iih a
5. sabda
6. adhyayana
7. suhrt-prapti
8. dan a

BIBLIOGRAPHY

9 tu~t,i

1. prakpti
2. upiidana
3. kiila
4. bhagya
5. sabda-

vi~ayoparama
6. sparsa-
7. rupa-
8. rasa-
9. gandha-

A History of Indian Philosophy, Vol. I, Cambridge, 1922.
Die Sa?!tkhya Philosophic, Leipzig, 1917.
Siirpkhya-Karika (S.K.), translated from the Sanskrit by H. T. Cole-

brooke, also the Bhasya or Commentary of Gaudapada translated
and illustrated by an original comment by H. H. 'Nilson, Bombay,
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Reviews
History and Doctrine of the Ajivikas. By A. L. Basham, pp. xxxii +304.

Published by Luzac and Co., Ltd., London, I95I. Price £ 2-2-0.

Even a cursory glance over the volume under review will convince anyone that the
history of Indian religion is a most fruitful field to the student of cultural history
or anthropology, or comparative religion, for continued investigation. Any such course
in research, if conducted with the usual scientific spirit of objectivity and freedom from
prejudice, is bound to result in valuable conclusions. And how much could be achieved
by an impartial and scientific investigation of this nature even in such an out-of-the-way
field as the history of that queer sect of Indian religieux, the .Ajivikas (or .Ajivakas).
hardly familiar to students of Comparative Religion outside the group of Indologists, is
well demonstrated by this admirable study by Dr. Basham. He reconstructs the history
of this little known sect' with much skill and scholarly thoroughness " to use the words
employed by Dr. Barnett in his interesting foreword to the work. The author has
distinctly succeeded in bringing to light from underneath the debris of a discarded and
forgotten creed and exposed to scientific view ideas and doctrines of inestimable value
for the accurate reconstruction of the complete History of Indian Religion, yet to be
written. No reader of this book will fail to agree with Dr. Barnett that the story that

, is here narrated is indeed a highly interesting and instructive chapter in the vast record
of Indian thought. Its great importance both to Indologists and to students of religion
and culture needs no further emphasis.

A very important point that emerges from Dr. Basham's study is that the records
of the .Ajivika and other ' heretical' doctrines contained in the Pali Canon are not so
fictitious as imagined by certain critics. As so well pointed out by Dr. Basham they suffer
no doubt by the inevitable odium theologicum natural with such religious documents.
But a comparative study based on all the sources, as done by the author, namely the
Pall, Sanskrit, Prakrit and Dravidian literature as well as epigraphical records, reveals
a degree of consistency that definitely does credit to the sources, particularly the Pali ones.
Thus Dr. Basham regards the Samannaphala Suttanta of the Digha Nikaya as his locus
classicus and the amount of support that that record gains by a comparison with other
sources, particularly the Dravidian, must impress students of cultural history with regard
to the general value of the Pali Canon as a reliable historical document, at least in the
sphere of religious ideas.

The author has taken great pains to make his thesis as comprehensive as possible
and does not fail to notice even the most insignificant contributions to the subject by
previous scholars. But the main criticism is based on the pioneer works of Hoernle and
Barna in this little known subject. No reader will fail to be impressed by the definite
advance the present author has made on the existing knowledge regarding the history
of the Ajivikas. In fact, it is in this particular aspect that Dr. Basham's contribution
stands out clearly against all past studies.

The cautious manner in which he extracts a kernel of ' historical truth' from the
mass of vague and often legendary data, particularly in Chapter III, is certainly striking.
Although this is the main objective of the author, he has not neglected the doctrines of the
sect. The last 75 pages deal with the literature and the philosophy of .Ajlvikism, and
,students of Indian philosophy will find much that is valuable in Dr. Basham's brief but

..;"'lucid presentation.
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APPENDIX I
TABLE SHOWING TWO GROUPS OF BHAVAS MENTIONED IN THE SAi\J-

KHYA-KARIKA-
Bhiivas S.K. verses Corum.

r !"

8 Bhavas 23,40,43 43·
(explicit)

8 Bhiivas 41,42
(implicit)

50 Bhiivas 46,47,48 46.
(explicit) 49, 50, 51

50 Bhavas 43·
(implicit)

APPENDIX II

TABLE SHOWING CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN 8 AND 50 BHAVA5-
8 Bhiivas 50 Bhiivas

1. dharma
2. vairiigya
3. aisvarya
4. adharrna
5. ajfiiina

6. avairagya
7. anaisvarya

8. jfiiiDa

Dasgupt a. S. N.
Garbe, R.
IBvarakr~~a

Keith, A. B.

5 viparyaya 28 asa.k ti
= II indriy a-v adha

17 buddhi-v adh a
1. badhirya
2. andhatii
3. prasupti
4. upahvika
5. iighrii~apaka

I. tama
2. moha
3. m aha-moha
4. ta.misra
5. andha-tamisra

6. mukata
7. kunitva
8. khanjy a
9. gudavart a

10. klaivya
II. unmad a, etc., etc.

8 siddhi
I. anadhyatrn ika
2. anadhibhautika
3. anadhid aivika
4. iiha
5. sabd a
6. adhy ay ana
7. suhrt-prapti
8. dana

BIBLIOGRAPHY

9 tu~t-i

I. prakrti
2. upadana
3. kala
4. bhsgya
5. sabda-

visavopar am a
6. sparsa-
7. rfip a-
8. rasa-
9. g andha-
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Even a cursory glance over the volume under review will convince anyone that the
history of Indian religion is a most fruitful field to the student of cultural history
or anthropology, or comparative religion, for continued investigation. Any such course
in research, if conducted with the usual scientific spirit of objectivity and freedom from
prejudice, is bound to result in valuable conclusions. And how much could be achieved
by an impartial and scientific investigation of this nature even in such an out-of-the-way
field as the history of that queer sect of Indian religieux , the Ajivikas (or Aj1vakas).
hardly familiar to students of Comparative Religion outside the group of Indologists, is
well demonstrated by this admirable study by Dr. Basham. He reconstructs the history
of this little known sect' with much skill and scholarly thoroughness " to use the words
employed by Dr. Barnett in his interesting foreword to the work. The author has
distinctly succeeded in bringing to light from underneath the debris of a discarded and
forgotten creed and exposed to scientific view ideas and doctrines of inestimable value
for the accurate reconstruction of the complete History of Indian Religion, yet to be
written. No reader of this book will fail to agree with Dr. Barnett that the story that
is here narrated is indeed a highly interesting and instructive chapter in the vast record
of Indian thought. Its great importance both to Indologists and to students of religion
and culture needs no further emphasis.

A very important point that emerges from Dr. Basham's study is that the records
of the Ajivika and other ' heretical' doctrines contained in the Pali Canon are not so
fictitious as imagined by certain critics. As so well pointed out by Dr. Basham they suffer
no doubt by the inevitable odium theologicum natural with such religious documents.
But a comparative study based on all the sources, as done by the author, namely the
Pali, Sanskrit, Prakrit and Dravidian literature as well as epigraphical records, reveals
a degree of consistency that definitely does credit to the sources, particularly the Pali ones.
Thus Dr. Basham regards the Siimafifiaphala Suttanta of the Digha Nikaya as his locus
classicus and the amount of support that that record gains by a comparison with other
sources, particularly the Dravidian, must impress students of cultural history with regard
to the general value of the Pali Canon as a reliable historical document, at least in the
sphere of religious ideas.

The author has taken great pains to make his thesis as comprehensive as possible
and does not fail to notice even the most insignificant contributions to the subject by
previous scholars. But the main criticism is based on the pioneer works of Hoernle and
Barua in this little known subject. Xo reader will fail to be impressed by the definite
advance the present author has made on the existing knowledge regarding the history
of the A.jivikas. In fact, it is in this particular aspect that Dr. Basham's contribution
stands out clearly against all past studies.

The cautious manner in which he extracts a kernel of ' historical truth' from the
mass of vague and often legendary data, particularly in Chapter III, is certainly striking.
Although this is the main objective of the author, he has not neglected the doctrines of the
sect. The last 75 pages deal with the literature and the philosophy of Ajivikism, and
students of Indian philosophy will find much that is valuable in Dr. Basham's brief but
lucid presentation.
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The doctrine of Niyati, Fate or Destiny, is certainly the central concept of Ajivikism
and Dr. Basham quite appropriately devotes the whole of Chapter XII to a discussion of
this important theory. He starts with the Samafiriaphala Sutta reference to ' Niyati-
sangati-bhava ' and deals as exhaustively as the data permit with the later history of
this concept, even up to the Dravidian documents of the late mediaeval period. Of the
possible sources of this doctrine of Fatalism, however, the author's discussion is all too
brief. The references to the Susruta Samhita and the SvetiiSvatara Upanisad on
pp. 228-9 are obviously not meant as an explanation of ' origins ", For Dr. Bash irn one
possible source of Ajlvika Fatalism may be found in the Aryan epic tradition with its
doomed hero (e.g. Karna in the Mahabhar ata) and the other in the lot of the peasant in
the Ganges Valley with his crops ruined by storm or drought and his livestock dying of
pestilence. . Probably both elements, as well as the personal genius of Makkhali Gosala
and of others, contributed to the finished Ajivika doctrine ', It is a pity that the author
did not continue the investigation further along these two lines, particularly in the latter.
Not only the Mahabharata but the Rarnayana in its conception of . Kala', etc. offers much
data on Fatalist doctrines. References to the actual word Niyati in ancient Sanskrit
texts may be few (Svetasvatara Upanisad, Sankhayana Brahm ana, etc.), but concepts
of fatalistic nature are not so rare. Special reference could be made to the Atharva Veda
notion of • dista ' (XII. 3. 55,60; X. 3. r6) which undoubtedly refers to some crude form
of Fatalism. Both in the heroic tradition and in the lot of the peasant it is the idea of the
hopelessness of man's situation in the face of the inevitable, particularly Death, that leads
to the notion' Human effort is ineffectual '. The Atharva Veda employs' dista ' to mean
what is ' decreed' or ' inevitable " particularly, as referring to the life span of mortals,
and, as Griffith has translated, it means Destiny, a notion present also in the Kala Hymns
of the Atharva Veda (particularly XIX, 53 and 54). The root dis means to regulate
or decree, and it is significant, as Dr. Basham himself shows (p. 28r), that the Paficaratra
system included both dik and kala under Niyati. It is not without significance here to
point out that' Yam a ' and' Kala' are synonymously used in contexts referring to the
inevitable end of all existence and that it is the same root yam (control, regulate) which
gives both' Niya.ti ' and' Yarna '. It is generally agreed that the Atharva Veda is to a
great extent a record of the popular beliefs current in the eastern parts of India. As
Bloom field and others argued, some of the Atharvavedic concepts may be even anterior
to those of the Rgveda. If so, it is highly probable, in view of what I have said above,
that the notion of Destiny and therefore also the theory of Determinism, had their origins
among the peasants of the East without the influence of Rgvedic Aryanism. Thus the his-
torical origins of Ajivikism and perhaps of most religions that arose in the East of India
may fall outside the pale of Rgveda Aryanism, although there was a ' syncretic' stage
later on. This certainly is a line of thought worth pursuing and must be left to future
research.

These suggestions, however, need not be taken as detracting in any way from the
great value of Dr. Basham's comprehensive study of AjIvikism. It is a work of great
merit reflecting sound scholarship and sober judgement. Few works have appeared
during recent years in the field of Indology to merit comparison with this treatise, especially
in point of critical research. It is indeed a noteworthy contribution to the subject.

The volume is adorned by several apt illustrations, two maps, a complete bibliography
and a most helpful index. And the printing along with the general get-up leaves nothing
to be desired.

o. H. DE A. W.
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